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first published between 1982 and 1983 this series
examines the peculiarly american cultural context out
of which the nation s literature has developed covering
the years from 1900 to 1930 this fourth volume of
american literature in context focuses on how
american literature dealt with the challenges of the
period including the first world war and the stock
market crash it examines key writers of the time such
as henry james gertrude stein ezra pound f scott
fitzgerald and eugene o neill who unlike many
americans who sought escape confronted reality
providing a rich and varied literature that reflects
these turbulent years this book will be of interest to
those studying american literature and american
studies bailey is an accomplished bibliographer his
annotations document the scintillating paris of the
early 1900s in smooth prose contents are arranged in
eight broad topical groups like writers and their crowds
with author and subject indexes scholars of english
and french literatures american and french history and
20th century fine arts will find relevant materials here
choice americans in paris 1900 1930 concentrates on
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the influx of artistic americans who booked passage for
the city of lights during the early twentieth century
bailey traces the americans arrival in paris to their
departure during the great depression the book is
divided into eight chapters the first chapter provides
background on americans in paris prior to 1900 and on
the rise of french bohemia newspaper accounts
document the astonishing flow of people and money
from america to france the expatriation question
studies the problem of americans speaking out against
their homeland tourism and americanization probes
america s rapid influence in france writers and their
crowd identifies the serious artists who wrote about
their experiences in paris painters sculptors
photographers singles out those americans who
enrolled in paris art schools and benefited from
exposure to an art rich city musician and other paris
americans rounds out the diverse gathering of these
intriguing people creative literature captures the paris
experience in fiction and speaks more truth than many
of the memoirs the early decades of the twentieth
century the period covered in this narrative history
were critical watershed years for black tennesseans
just as they were for afro americans generally those
were the years that saw the northward migration of an
increasing number of blacks the peak of segregation
restriction and the spawning of the new negro or
militant movement faced with these special pressures
tennessee became an arena for conflict between the
accommodationist view of booker t washington and
the activist ideas of w e b dubois both men came to
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the state to proselytize although the majority of black
tennesseans basically accepted the approach of
booker t washington they especially the young became
more likely during these years to act on their own
behalf rather than passively accept the inequities
borne by past generations from 1900 to 1930
montparnasse was the center of artistic life for the
whole world now this major contribution to the social
and cultural history of the period with its informative
text and hundreds of photographs is available in
paperback once again a study of the responses of
major english novelists of the early twentieth century
to dostoevsky s work this book is a collection of
primary source documents from leading constitutional
conservatives during the period 1900 1930 many
reproduced for the first time the readings address the
main political issues of the progressive era such as
economic regulation federalism executive power and
foreign policy this book offers a fascinating glimpse
into the past of knoxville tennessee as it was pictured
on postcards between 1900 and 1930 these postcards
depict buildings city streets and landscapes serving as
richly evocative reminders of days long since gone
most of the nearly two hundred postcards are
reproduced in color and each one is accompanied by a
detailed caption describing its subject and the history
behind it they were chosen from the author s collection
of more than 1 000 vintage cards a delaware album
1900 1930 contains over 300 postcard photographs
from the entire state taken during the period from
1900 to 1930 arranged by subjects city and town views
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delaware beaches amusements industry and
agriculture signs of the times trains trolleys and
automobiles water transportation schools religion
businesses hotels and motels each photo has a caption
ranging from a sentence or two to several paragraphs
the book s introduction detail how the cards were
produced analyzes the subject matter depicted on the
cards documents the history of several of the most
prominent local photographers in the state whose work
is found almost only on postcards and traces the
evolution and popularization of postcard photography
this new study looks at the ways in which the years
surrounding the first world war shaped the lives of the
rural workforce in britain and how the patriotism
unleashed by the war was used by those in power to
blur class divisions and build conservative attitudes in
rural communities using the area of shropshire and the
marches as a focus the book looks at farmworkers and
their trade unions the structures of agrarian economy
class divisions local loyalties cultural institutions and
political organisations from 1917 the growing power of
the farmworkers unions and the rural labour
movement mounted a challenge to the landed elites
and sought a radical change from rural poverty the
author shows how the elites met this threat
dynamically by creating a range of new village
institutions such as ploughing matches women s
institutes village halls war memorials and the british
legion the extraordinary growth of rural radicalism at
the end of the war was diffused by popular
conservatism and local patriotism influenced by
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wartime experiences the period 1900 1930 saw a
change in rural society from parochial concerns to a
new sense of loyalty to county and to the english
nation in 1902 the gramophone company in london
sent out recording experts on expeditions across the
world to record voices from different cultures and
backgrounds all over india it was women who
embraced the challenge of overcoming numerous
social taboos and aesthetic handicaps that came along
with this nascent technology women who took the
plunge and recorded largely belonged to the courtesan
community called tawaifs and devadasis in north and
south india respectively recording brought with it great
fame brand recognition freedom from exploitative
patrons and monetary benefits to the women singers
they were to become pioneers of the music industry in
the indian sub continent however despite the
pioneering role played by these women their stories
have largely been forgotten contemporaneous with the
courtesan women adapting to recording technology
was the anti nautch campaign that sought to abolish
these women from the performing space and brand
them as common prostitutes a vigorous renaissance
and arts revival movement followed leading to the
creation of a new classical paradigm in both north
indian hindustani and south indian carnatic classical
music this resulted in the standardization
universalization and institutionalization of indian
classical music this newly created classical paradigm
impacted future recordings of the gramophone
company in terms of a shift in genres and styles
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vikram sampath sheds light on the role and impact of
the gramophone company s early recording
expeditions on indian classical music by examining the
phenomenon through a sociocultural historical and
musical lens the book features the indefatigable
stories of the women and their experiences in adapting
to recording technology the artists from across india
featured are gauhar jaan of calcutta janki bai of
allahabad zohra bai of agra malka jaan of agra salem
godavari bangalore nagarathnamma coimbatore thayi
dhanakoti of kanchipuram bai sundarabai of pune and
husna jaan of banaras when constance garnett s
translations 1910 20 made dostoevsky s novels
accessible in england for the first time they introduced
a disruptive and liberating literary force and english
novelists had to confront a new model and rival the
writers who are the focus of this study lawrence woolf
bennett conrad forster galsworthy and james either
admired or feared dostoevsky as a monster who might
dissolve all literary and cultural distinctions though
their responses differed greatly these writers were
unanimous in their inability to recognize dostoevsky as
a literary artist they viewed him instead as a
psychologist a mystic a prophet and in the cases of
lawrence and conrad a hated rival who compelled
creative response this study constructs a map of
english modernist novelists misreadings of dostoevsky
and in so doing it illuminates their aesthetic and
cultural values and the nature of the modern english
novel dan franck s book covers the first thirty years of
the twentieth century when montmartre and
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montparnasse were filled with glorious subversives
who were inventing modern art and the literary
language of the century picasso the gentle anarchist
apollinaire the eroticist modigliani and his women max
jacob and his men the fiery aragon the solitary soutine
man ray gertrude stein henri matisse andre breton and
many others they came from many different countries
they were painters poets sculptors musicians and
began seminal movements such as fauvism cubism
and surrealism their lives were as flamboyant as their
work they were hedonists believed in free love and
broke all the rules of conventional parisian society they
were and always will be the heroes of the bohemian
period a magnificent era whose influences and
movements still reverberate at the turn of the twenty
first century a narrative and pictorial portrait of the
political and artistic upheaval that changed the course
of russian history and culture during the first three
decades of the century ring around the city looks at
wellington s suburban growth from 1900 to 1930
taking kilbirnie and kelburn as case studies and
contrasting the city council s tramway system and the
privately run kelburn cable car it contains many rarely
seen photos both black white and colour maps and
plans of early wellington to illustrate the story the
story of the great transition of the university of north
carolina at chapel hill from a good small college in
1900 to a full statured modern state university in 1930
with a solid claim to leadership in southern higher
education is told by a man who was an on the spot
witness and in many ways a major participant as well
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originally published in 1957 a unc press enduring
edition unc press enduring editions use the latest in
digital technology to make available again books from
our distinguished backlist that were previously out of
print these editions are published unaltered from the
original and are presented in affordable paperback
formats bringing readers both historical and cultural
value the recollections of twelve people who
immigrated to the united states during the period of
the great migration between 1900 and 1930 during the
progressive era young working class women were
sometimes jailed for engaging in social and sexual
activities that signaled their rejection of victorian
moral standards these disadvantaged delinquents
were subject to legal sanctions that were rarely
applied to rebellious middle class girls as she traces
the history of a social crisis that came to be known as
the girl problem ruth m alexander reconstructs the
stories of individual women incarcerated in
reformatories who helped redefine female adolescence
in the united states alexander draws on the rich case
files of reformatories at bedford hills and albion new
york bringing together writings by the young inmates
letters from their parents and institutional records she
follows the histories of a hundred girls as they run
afoul of the law are incarcerated and struggle to
reenter society from the interplay among girls families
courts and penal institutions emerges a fascinating
picture of class inequality and culture conflict
alexander finds that most delinquent young women
eventually accepted the idea that freedom was best
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won by conformity and accommodation in showing
how a new social problem was identified and tackled
alexander also documents the emergence of the
modern professions of social work and mental hygiene
reenacting a key chapter in the transformation of
adolescence the girl problem contributes to the history
of sexuality and social reform through the progressive
era and beyond gerald janecek describes the
experiments in visual literature conducted from 1900
to 1930 the heyday of the russian avant garde
focusing on an aspect of russian literary history that
has previously been almost ignored he shows how
russian writers of this period tried unusual methods to
make their texts visually interesting or expressive the
book includes 183 illustrations most from rare
publications and many reproduced for the first time
the author discusses such figures as the symbolist
andrey bely the futurists aleksey kruchonykh vasili
kamensky and vladimir mayakovsky and the post
futurist ilya zdanevich and their use of devices ranging
from unorthodox layouts and florid typography to
roughly done lithographed or handmade books
originally published in 1984 the princeton legacy
library uses the latest print on demand technology to
again make available previously out of print books
from the distinguished backlist of princeton university
press these editions preserve the original texts of
these important books while presenting them in
durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of
the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access
to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of
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books published by princeton university press since its
founding in 1905 anglo american modernist writing
and the modern mass democratic state emerged at
the same time during 1900 1930 potter charts the
changes in the ideas of democracy and discusses the
range of reactions to these changes she argues that
modernist poems were shaped by rapidly evolving and
complicated ideas of democracy this book shows the
centrality of religion to the making of the 1910
mexican revolution it goes beyond conventional
studies of church state conflict to focus on catholics as
political subjects whose religious identity became a
fundamental aspect of citizenship during the first three
decades of the twentieth century
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The Context of English Literature, 1900-1930
1980 first published between 1982 and 1983 this
series examines the peculiarly american cultural
context out of which the nation s literature has
developed covering the years from 1900 to 1930 this
fourth volume of american literature in context focuses
on how american literature dealt with the challenges of
the period including the first world war and the stock
market crash it examines key writers of the time such
as henry james gertrude stein ezra pound f scott
fitzgerald and eugene o neill who unlike many
americans who sought escape confronted reality
providing a rich and varied literature that reflects
these turbulent years this book will be of interest to
those studying american literature and american
studies
Moscow, 1900-1930 1988 bailey is an accomplished
bibliographer his annotations document the
scintillating paris of the early 1900s in smooth prose
contents are arranged in eight broad topical groups
like writers and their crowds with author and subject
indexes scholars of english and french literatures
american and french history and 20th century fine arts
will find relevant materials here choice americans in
paris 1900 1930 concentrates on the influx of artistic
americans who booked passage for the city of lights
during the early twentieth century bailey traces the
americans arrival in paris to their departure during the
great depression the book is divided into eight
chapters the first chapter provides background on
americans in paris prior to 1900 and on the rise of
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french bohemia newspaper accounts document the
astonishing flow of people and money from america to
france the expatriation question studies the problem of
americans speaking out against their homeland
tourism and americanization probes america s rapid
influence in france writers and their crowd identifies
the serious artists who wrote about their experiences
in paris painters sculptors photographers singles out
those americans who enrolled in paris art schools and
benefited from exposure to an art rich city musician
and other paris americans rounds out the diverse
gathering of these intriguing people creative literature
captures the paris experience in fiction and speaks
more truth than many of the memoirs
アメリカ女性劇集 1900-1930 1988 the early decades of the
twentieth century the period covered in this narrative
history were critical watershed years for black
tennesseans just as they were for afro americans
generally those were the years that saw the northward
migration of an increasing number of blacks the peak
of segregation restriction and the spawning of the new
negro or militant movement faced with these special
pressures tennessee became an arena for conflict
between the accommodationist view of booker t
washington and the activist ideas of w e b dubois both
men came to the state to proselytize although the
majority of black tennesseans basically accepted the
approach of booker t washington they especially the
young became more likely during these years to act on
their own behalf rather than passively accept the
inequities borne by past generations
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American Literature in Context 2016-05-20 from 1900
to 1930 montparnasse was the center of artistic life for
the whole world now this major contribution to the
social and cultural history of the period with its
informative text and hundreds of photographs is
available in paperback once again
Americans in Paris, 1900-1930 1989-06-12 a study of
the responses of major english novelists of the early
twentieth century to dostoevsky s work
Topical Index of Population Census Reports,
1900-1930 1934 this book is a collection of primary
source documents from leading constitutional
conservatives during the period 1900 1930 many
reproduced for the first time the readings address the
main political issues of the progressive era such as
economic regulation federalism executive power and
foreign policy
Black Tennesseans, 1900-1930 2002-03 this book
offers a fascinating glimpse into the past of knoxville
tennessee as it was pictured on postcards between
1900 and 1930 these postcards depict buildings city
streets and landscapes serving as richly evocative
reminders of days long since gone most of the nearly
two hundred postcards are reproduced in color and
each one is accompanied by a detailed caption
describing its subject and the history behind it they
were chosen from the author s collection of more than
1 000 vintage cards
English Drama, 1900-1930 2009 a delaware album
1900 1930 contains over 300 postcard photographs
from the entire state taken during the period from
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1900 to 1930 arranged by subjects city and town views
delaware beaches amusements industry and
agriculture signs of the times trains trolleys and
automobiles water transportation schools religion
businesses hotels and motels each photo has a caption
ranging from a sentence or two to several paragraphs
the book s introduction detail how the cards were
produced analyzes the subject matter depicted on the
cards documents the history of several of the most
prominent local photographers in the state whose work
is found almost only on postcards and traces the
evolution and popularization of postcard photography
Kiki's Paris 1994-07-22 this new study looks at the
ways in which the years surrounding the first world war
shaped the lives of the rural workforce in britain and
how the patriotism unleashed by the war was used by
those in power to blur class divisions and build
conservative attitudes in rural communities using the
area of shropshire and the marches as a focus the
book looks at farmworkers and their trade unions the
structures of agrarian economy class divisions local
loyalties cultural institutions and political organisations
from 1917 the growing power of the farmworkers
unions and the rural labour movement mounted a
challenge to the landed elites and sought a radical
change from rural poverty the author shows how the
elites met this threat dynamically by creating a range
of new village institutions such as ploughing matches
women s institutes village halls war memorials and the
british legion the extraordinary growth of rural
radicalism at the end of the war was diffused by
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popular conservatism and local patriotism influenced
by wartime experiences the period 1900 1930 saw a
change in rural society from parochial concerns to a
new sense of loyalty to county and to the english
nation
Plays by American Women, 1900-1930 2015 in 1902
the gramophone company in london sent out recording
experts on expeditions across the world to record
voices from different cultures and backgrounds all over
india it was women who embraced the challenge of
overcoming numerous social taboos and aesthetic
handicaps that came along with this nascent
technology women who took the plunge and recorded
largely belonged to the courtesan community called
tawaifs and devadasis in north and south india
respectively recording brought with it great fame
brand recognition freedom from exploitative patrons
and monetary benefits to the women singers they
were to become pioneers of the music industry in the
indian sub continent however despite the pioneering
role played by these women their stories have largely
been forgotten contemporaneous with the courtesan
women adapting to recording technology was the anti
nautch campaign that sought to abolish these women
from the performing space and brand them as
common prostitutes a vigorous renaissance and arts
revival movement followed leading to the creation of a
new classical paradigm in both north indian hindustani
and south indian carnatic classical music this resulted
in the standardization universalization and
institutionalization of indian classical music this newly
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created classical paradigm impacted future recordings
of the gramophone company in terms of a shift in
genres and styles vikram sampath sheds light on the
role and impact of the gramophone company s early
recording expeditions on indian classical music by
examining the phenomenon through a sociocultural
historical and musical lens the book features the
indefatigable stories of the women and their
experiences in adapting to recording technology the
artists from across india featured are gauhar jaan of
calcutta janki bai of allahabad zohra bai of agra malka
jaan of agra salem godavari bangalore
nagarathnamma coimbatore thayi dhanakoti of
kanchipuram bai sundarabai of pune and husna jaan of
banaras
Dostoevsky and English Modernism 1900-1930
1999-05-06 when constance garnett s translations
1910 20 made dostoevsky s novels accessible in
england for the first time they introduced a disruptive
and liberating literary force and english novelists had
to confront a new model and rival the writers who are
the focus of this study lawrence woolf bennett conrad
forster galsworthy and james either admired or feared
dostoevsky as a monster who might dissolve all
literary and cultural distinctions though their responses
differed greatly these writers were unanimous in their
inability to recognize dostoevsky as a literary artist
they viewed him instead as a psychologist a mystic a
prophet and in the cases of lawrence and conrad a
hated rival who compelled creative response this study
constructs a map of english modernist novelists
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misreadings of dostoevsky and in so doing it
illuminates their aesthetic and cultural values and the
nature of the modern english novel
Japan's Competing Modernities 1998 dan franck s book
covers the first thirty years of the twentieth century
when montmartre and montparnasse were filled with
glorious subversives who were inventing modern art
and the literary language of the century picasso the
gentle anarchist apollinaire the eroticist modigliani and
his women max jacob and his men the fiery aragon the
solitary soutine man ray gertrude stein henri matisse
andre breton and many others they came from many
different countries they were painters poets sculptors
musicians and began seminal movements such as
fauvism cubism and surrealism their lives were as
flamboyant as their work they were hedonists believed
in free love and broke all the rules of conventional
parisian society they were and always will be the
heroes of the bohemian period a magnificent era
whose influences and movements still reverberate at
the turn of the twenty first century
A Pictorial Review of Old Woodford 1986 a narrative
and pictorial portrait of the political and artistic
upheaval that changed the course of russian history
and culture during the first three decades of the
century
California Light, 1900-1930 1992 ring around the
city looks at wellington s suburban growth from 1900
to 1930 taking kilbirnie and kelburn as case studies
and contrasting the city council s tramway system and
the privately run kelburn cable car it contains many
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rarely seen photos both black white and colour maps
and plans of early wellington to illustrate the story
Context of English Literature 1900-1930 1980 the
story of the great transition of the university of north
carolina at chapel hill from a good small college in
1900 to a full statured modern state university in 1930
with a solid claim to leadership in southern higher
education is told by a man who was an on the spot
witness and in many ways a major participant as well
originally published in 1957 a unc press enduring
edition unc press enduring editions use the latest in
digital technology to make available again books from
our distinguished backlist that were previously out of
print these editions are published unaltered from the
original and are presented in affordable paperback
formats bringing readers both historical and cultural
value
The chemical industry 1900 - 1930 1971 the
recollections of twelve people who immigrated to the
united states during the period of the great migration
between 1900 and 1930
American Conservatism, 1900-1930 2019-10-04 during
the progressive era young working class women were
sometimes jailed for engaging in social and sexual
activities that signaled their rejection of victorian
moral standards these disadvantaged delinquents
were subject to legal sanctions that were rarely
applied to rebellious middle class girls as she traces
the history of a social crisis that came to be known as
the girl problem ruth m alexander reconstructs the
stories of individual women incarcerated in
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reformatories who helped redefine female adolescence
in the united states alexander draws on the rich case
files of reformatories at bedford hills and albion new
york bringing together writings by the young inmates
letters from their parents and institutional records she
follows the histories of a hundred girls as they run
afoul of the law are incarcerated and struggle to
reenter society from the interplay among girls families
courts and penal institutions emerges a fascinating
picture of class inequality and culture conflict
alexander finds that most delinquent young women
eventually accepted the idea that freedom was best
won by conformity and accommodation in showing
how a new social problem was identified and tackled
alexander also documents the emergence of the
modern professions of social work and mental hygiene
reenacting a key chapter in the transformation of
adolescence the girl problem contributes to the history
of sexuality and social reform through the progressive
era and beyond
Music, 1900-1930 1929 gerald janecek describes the
experiments in visual literature conducted from 1900
to 1930 the heyday of the russian avant garde
focusing on an aspect of russian literary history that
has previously been almost ignored he shows how
russian writers of this period tried unusual methods to
make their texts visually interesting or expressive the
book includes 183 illustrations most from rare
publications and many reproduced for the first time
the author discusses such figures as the symbolist
andrey bely the futurists aleksey kruchonykh vasili
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kamensky and vladimir mayakovsky and the post
futurist ilya zdanevich and their use of devices ranging
from unorthodox layouts and florid typography to
roughly done lithographed or handmade books
originally published in 1984 the princeton legacy
library uses the latest print on demand technology to
again make available previously out of print books
from the distinguished backlist of princeton university
press these editions preserve the original texts of
these important books while presenting them in
durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of
the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access
to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of
books published by princeton university press since its
founding in 1905
The Chemical Industry, 1900-1930 1971 anglo
american modernist writing and the modern mass
democratic state emerged at the same time during
1900 1930 potter charts the changes in the ideas of
democracy and discusses the range of reactions to
these changes she argues that modernist poems were
shaped by rapidly evolving and complicated ideas of
democracy
Knoxville 1991 this book shows the centrality of
religion to the making of the 1910 mexican revolution
it goes beyond conventional studies of church state
conflict to focus on catholics as political subjects
whose religious identity became a fundamental aspect
of citizenship during the first three decades of the
twentieth century
A Delaware Album, 1900-1930 2011-04-15
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English Farmworkers and Local Patriotism,
1900–1930 2017-03-02
Indian Classical Music and the Gramophone,
1900–1930 2022-06-30
The Influence of Weather on Crops, 1900-1930 1931
Introduction to the Vital Statistics of the United States,
1900 to 1930 1933
Dostoevsky and English Modernism 1900–1930
1999-05-06
The Bohemians 2002
Russia in Revolution, 1900-1930 1978
Ring Around the City 2009
The University of North Carolina, 1900-1930 1957
Tales of the Elders 1993
The Girl Problem 1995
The Look of Russian Literature 2014-07-14
Dostoevsky and English Modernism, 1900-1930 1999
Egypt, Islam, and the Arabs 1961
Modernism and Democracy 2023
English Drama 1900-1930 1975
Cultural Imperialism and Exact Sciences 1982
The Thirty Year's War (1900-1930). 1943
Citizens and Believers 2018-11-15
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